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Conventional steel fences generally receive little
or no cleaning prior to coating; they are typically
painted by spraying the easily accessible outer
surfaces, leaving ends and undersides vulnerable
to corrosive attack.

Montage® panels are subjected to a thorough
cleaning and zinc phosphate pretreatment and
then, in Ameristar's state-of-the-art E-Coat system,
are completely submerged twice, first in a moisture-
resistant epoxy and secondly in a weather-resis-
tant acrylic, to ensure protection over all exposed
surfaces.

The maintenance-free E-coat finish makes

Montage® ideally suited for any climate, hot
or cold, wet or dry. Ameristar® uses the same
cyclic testing technology, developed in the auto-
motive industry, to ensure that Montage® fences
will not only endure harsh environments, but will
also withstand the repeated seasonal shifts in
weather and temperature.
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Conventional aluminum fence panels are ultra-
light structures, fabricated using miniature sheet
metal screws to fasten pickets to rails. In addi-
tion to leaving a relatively weak connection, the
exposed screws diminish the appearance and
invite tampering by vandals or dislodging by re-
peated wind vibration. Lawn equipment, falling
limbs, meter readers, rough-housing teenagers
- all these can damage or demolish a light-weight
aluminum fence. Only welded steel construction
stands any chance of surviving such abuse,

Montage® fence panels are fabricated using
Ameristar's revolutionary ProFusion process that
combines fusion and laser technology to auto-
maticalty weld strong, virtually invisible, structural
connections without unsightly or insecure fasten-
ers. This rigid welded construction not only suits
Montage® for rigorous backyard environments,
but also makes it a popular choice for commercial
applications like businesses, schools, and public
parks and playgrounds.
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Selection of traditional styles T de range of heights and sizes
vailable in black, bronze or sand colors

Stainless Steel Brackets
&. Bolt-On Haidware
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Fashionable Adornments

Ball Cap Quad-Flare Triad
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Easy ProbIem-Free Installation

Long-Term Customer Satisfaction Increased Property Value
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Follows The Landscape Keeps Pets 8^ Children Safe Heavy-Dufy For Spec Jobs
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Ameristar Fence Products, Inc.
1555 N. Mingo Road Tulsa, OK 74116
Phone 1-888-333-3422 Fax 1-918-835-0899

Email: mktg@amerlstarfence.com




